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Abstract:
In this talk I will present about two different directions about character motion synthesis. I first
briefly talk about our previous exploration of hand-crafted features for synthesis and retargeting
of motions that involve close interactions. Here we make use of topological/geometric notions
such as Gauss linking numbers and Laplacian coordinates as invariant criteria that are useful for
guiding movements or preserving spatial relations between the body parts when retargeting
movements. Next, I will talk about our recent work where we make use of neural networks to
learn from a large amount of motion capture data and its application to character motion
synthesis. By conducting temporal convolution, we construct an autoencoder of human motion
that are useful for motion denoising and editing. We then further regress user inputs such as
lines drawn on the ground or end effector trajectories to the full body motion via the
autoencoder, which can significantly simplify the production process of character animation. I
also introduce the phase-functioned neural network where we regress the geometry of the
environment as well as the user inputs to the character motion for real-time character control,
which can be applied for computer games and robot control. Finally, I will discuss about the
potential interesting directions to explore for representation learning in human motion.
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